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JSPR is specialized in designing 
distinctive and extraordinary lighting and 
furniture collections.
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ABOUT US

Craftmanship: from 
sketch to use
What our designers see, is what the hands of our 
producers make. Our production team makes 
sure every product is realized to everybody’s 
maximum satisfaction. All JSPR products are 
made in or around our homebase Eindhoven 
(NL). All products made by us will have in 
common that they are classic with a modern 
twist, retro but with innovative materials and 
nostalgic but with an eye on the future. We offer 
high quality with an unexpected touch. Creativity 
combined with professional craftsmanship. That’s 
what JSPR represents.

About Jasper
It was 2005 when Jasper graduated from the well 
appreciated Design Academy in Eindhoven (NL). 
He was determined to start designing for his own 
future label en therefor started JSPR in his fourth 
and final year at the DAE. After more than 12 
years of successful designs it is clear that interior 
is Jaspers passion, and you will least likely see 
him design something that is not applicable for 
this branche. What Jasper loves the most about 
his work? Seeing a product grow from sketch, to 
final product, to decorating leading hotels and 
restaurants all around the world.

Post Hotel Plaza - Leeuwarden (NL) 1

Memorable Design: 
Lighting & Furniture
Our design team is lead by founder and head 
designer, Jasper van Grootel. This design 
team forms the heart of the company and is 
absolutely passionate about interior. Designing 
distinctive and extraordinary lighting and furniture 
collections is what they do best, wether it is for 
one of our own collections, or a custom design 
for your project. JSPR sometimes collaborates 
with other, independent designers or artists to 
create a varied collection with both industrial, 
colorful or chique designs.
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UNION
Designer: Jasper van Grootel

The Union collection consists of a variety of 
striking, large wall sconces. Each model consists 
of different layers, unified into five unique wall 
luminaires: three solid models and two vibrant 
models with custom hexagon shape pattern 
perforations. 

The Union wall lamps offer both up- and 
downlight, but also indirect light that shines 
through the different layers in an atmospheric 
way.

With this collection, Jasper van Grootel wanted to 
design a wall fixture that really catches the eye 
and adds an aesthetic value to any interior, public 
or private. Even when the fixture is switched off, it 
is still a feast for the eyes!



Custom colours on request

MATERIAL & COLOUR

Black

Union Medium 1
height 310 mm | diameter 120 mm

2 LED bulbs - 8 W

height 310 mm | diameter 120 mm

2 LED bulbs - 8 W

height 310 mm | diameter 120 mm

2 LED bulbs - 8 W

height 310 mm | diameter 120 mm

2 LED bulbs - 8 W

height 310 mm | diameter 120 mm

2 LED bulbs - 8 W

Union Medium 3

Union Medium 2

Union Medium 5Union Medium 4

Bronze Gold Champagne Silver Pink

Union collection is crafted form anodized aluminum availabel in 6 standard JSPR colours. Delivered 
fully assembled. The light fixtures operate on 230V; 110V and 12V on request. All sconces are 
dimmable with JSPR bulbs. Drivers sold separately. 
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DAHLIA
Designer: Jasper van Grootel

The Dahlia collection is inspired by the geometry of the Dahlia flower, whose 
petals spiral from the center with a mesmerizing pattern. This fascinating 
pattern, based on the Fibonacci sequence or well-known Golden Ratio, led to a 
collection of large illuminated light flowers.

The Dahlia collection consists of four standard sizes and wall - light, available 
in five different colors. Each Dahlia is handcrafted from anodized aluminum 
and offers both functional and decorative light: The rotating center spot light is 
accompanied by a powerful LED strip that acts as mood light.

The dimmable center spot light can be aimed any direction downwards in 
approximately 135 degree angle. The LED strip that illuminates the fixture it self 
can also be dimmed separately.
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Custom colours on request

Dahlia collection is crafted form anodized aluminum available in 6 standard JSPR colors.
Delivered with 3 meter long transparent electricity cable and suspension cables.
Separate dimming for practical and decorative lighting. Canopy and driver included.
Customisation upon request.

MATERIAL & COLOUR

DAHLIA Medium
Height 180 mm | Diameter 1500 mm

LED spot 11W dimmable

LED strip 15 W dimmable

DAHLIA Small
Height 180 mm | Diameter 1000 mm

LED spot 11W dimmable

LED strip 15 W dimmable

DAHLIA wall light
Height 180 mm | Diameter 75 mm

LED strip 15 W dimmable

Black Bronze Gold Champagne Silver Pink





EDEN
Designer: Jasper van Grootel

Extremely elegant and divine: The new Eden collection. A series of ultra thin 
lighting fixtures with high powered luminosity outputs. Each fixture can be 
individually composed, choosing from up and down light and a fancy inner 
lighting ring with Art Deco style diffuser.

Crafted from aluminum into a 4mm thick profile, this subtle but classy lighting 
collection provides excellent atmospheric and functional light. A creation from 
higher hand.



Custom colours on request

Eden collection is crafted form anodized aluminum availabel in 6 standard JSPR colours.
Separate dimming for practical and decorative lighting.
Deliverd with 3 meter long transparent electricity cable and suspension cables.
Canopies sold separately. Customisation upon request.

MATERIAL & COLOUR
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EDEN RINGS

Ø100cm

Ø150cm

EDEN DECO RINGS

Ø100cm

Ø150cm

EDEN RECTANGLES EDEN DECO RECTANGLES
100cm x 25cm

150cm x 25cm

200cm x 25cm

100cm x 25cm

150cm x 25cm

200cm x 25cm

100cm x 50cm

150cm x 50cm

200cm x 50cm

100cm x 50cm

150cm x 50cm

200cm x 50cm

100cm x 75cm

150cm x 75cm

200cm x 75cm

100cm x 75cm

150cm x 75cm

200cm x 75cm

EDEN LINES

length 100cm 

length 150cm

length 200cm

Black Bronze Gold Champagne Silver Pink
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Media Monks - Hilversum (NL) 



TOKYO
Designer: Jasper van Grootel

Inspired by the neon lights of the Tokyo nightlife, the Tokyo collection by Jasper 
van Grootel provides an exciting atmosphere.

The collection consists of circle shaped fixtures, crafted from durable 
aluminium, provided with neon LED tubes of 3000k or 4000k and high 
luminosity that gives the collection an urban and modern feel.
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MATERIAL & COLOUR

Black Bronze Gold Champagne Silver Pink

Tokyo collection is crafted from anodized aluminum available in 6 standard JSPR 
colours. Neon LED tubes available in 3000k or 4000k, dimmable.
Delivered with 3 meter long transparent electricity cable and suspention cables.
Canopies sold separately. Customisation upon request.
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LUNAR
Designer: Jasper van Grootel

The new Lunar collection is an ode to the retro fairground bulbs that have 
become a signature feature for JSPR’s style. Just like the collection that 
inspired it, the Aurora, the Lunar collection consists of a variety of circle 
shaped light rings in different diameters.

The unique design provides excellent practical lighting and combined 
with a dimmer becomes a mood light when desired. The Lunar collection 
can be combined with the Aurora and Halo light rings, creating dynamic 
landscapes in both private and public interiors.
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MATERIAL & COLOUR

Custom colours on request

Lunar collection is crafted form anodized aluminum available in 6 standard JSPR colors.
Delivered with 3 meter transparent electricity cable and suspension cables, custom lengths upon request.
Deliverd with dimmable LED bulbs. Customisation upon request.

LUNAR Small
Height 60 mm | Diameter 1120 mm

96 retro bulbs - 115,2W

144 retro bulbs - 172,8W

LUNAR Medium
Height 180 mm | Diameter 1620 mm

LUNAR Large
Height 180 mm | Diameter 2120 mm

192 retro bulbs - 230W

Black Bronze Gold Champagne Silver Pink



Voorwinden Modemall - Gravendeel (NL) 2



BEAUDINE
Designer: Jasper van Grootel

The Beaudine lighting collection is inspired by marine life. Each fixture 
consists of different, wave shaped petals forming an abstract mantle around 
a luminous pearl. Each light is handcrafted from lightweight, anodized 
aluminum and accompanied by a dimmable LED bulb.

This collection is ideal to create dynamic landscapes by combining all three 
designs in both private and public settings. While choosing from three 
different models and five different anodized colors you can already hear the 
gentle roar of ocean waves.
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Custom colours on request

Beaudine collection is crafted from anodized aluminum available in 6 standard JSPR colours.
Delivered with 2,5 meter long textile electricity cable and suspension cable.
Bulbs, dimmers and canopies sold separately. Customisation upon request.

BEAUDINE I
Height 600 mm | Diameter 450 mm

E27 fitting max 60W

BEAUDINE II
Height 480 mm | Diameter 800 mm

E27 fitting max 60W

BEAUDINE III
Height 1050 mm | Diameter 380 mm

E27 fitting max 60W

MATERIAL & COLOUR

Black Bronze Gold Champagne Silver Pink
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HALO
Designer: Jasper van Grootel

The Halo collection consists of a variety of ring shaped lighting fixtures in different sizes and colors
inspired on the famous Retro Fair lighting signs. 
All the fixtures are crafted of high quality anodized aluminum that makes them light-weighted and very
sustainable.
The A++ retro light bulbs give them an edgy look and, in combination with the wing shaped aluminum,
also an architectural touch. The amount of sparkling light coming from the Halo disks truly gives you a
feeling of glory.

As being a perfect addition to the Aurora rings with whom they combine very well, we are more than
happy to welcome this collection to the holy design family of JSPR.B

MATERIAL & COLOUR

Custom colours on request

Halo collection is crafted from anodized aluminum available in 6 standard JSPR colours.
Delivered with 3 meter long transparent electricity cable and suspention cables.
Available in a wall mounted option.
Customisation upon request.

HALO large
Height 30 mm | Diameter 1500 mm

36 dimmable retro bulbs

HALO large tripple
Height 30 mm | Diameter 1500 mm

90 dimmable retro bulbs

HALO medium
Height 30 mm | Diameter 1000 mm

24 dimmable retro bulbs

HALO medium double
Height 30 mm | Diameter 1000 mm

47 dimmable retro bulbs

HALO small
Height 30 mm | Diameter 500 mm

15 dimmable retro bulbs

Black Bronze Gold Champagne Silver Pink
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Guy Sarlemijn Interior Design (NL)



DIAMONDS XXL
Designers: Jasper van Grootel and Sylvie Meuffels

The Diamonds XXL collection is a sequel collection to one of JSPR’s signature 
collections:  the Diamonds original. This time bigger, brighter and more 
impressive! The new XXL diamonds allow you to make a bold statement in any 
desired space, perfect to spark up any private or public interior. The naturally 
elegant shape of a precious stone makes for a spectacular eye catcher.
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DIAMOND XXL large
Height 1720 mm | Diameter 800 mm

Weight 15kg

DIAMOND XXL medium
Height 1280 mm | Diameter 970 mm

Weight 15kg

DIAMOND XXL small
Height 900 mm | Diameter 770 mm

Weight 10kg

MATERIAL & COLOUR

Custom colours on request

XXL Diamonds are crafted from powder coated steel, standard colour in black, gold and bronze.
Delivered with 5 meter textile electricity wire and stainless steel support cable.
E26 / E27 fitting with maximum 100W. Customisation upon request.

Black Bronze Gold
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Norsjø Kontorpark - Haugesund (NO) 3
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CROWN
Designer: Grietje Schepers

Grietje Schepers knew how to surprise everyone when she designed
the Crown collection for JSPR. She designed the embodiment of
classical beauty, the chandelier, in a brilliant cutting pattern and an
innovative material. By both classical and modern elements, this
design comes to right in many different environments and through 
he not so modest sizes (135cm and 225cm), this fixture is not to be
missed!
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CROWN Medium
Height 1350 mm | Diameter 800 mm

E27 fitting max 100W

CROWN Large
Height 2250 mm | Diameter 135 mm

E27 fitting max 100W

COLOURS

SILvER GOLDBRONzE CHAMPAGNE JSPR 9002 JSPR 7999COPPER

MATERIALS

Crown collection is crafted from nylon with flame retardant colored pvc top coating.
Available in 5 metallic colors and black and white.
Delivered with 2,5 meter long textile electricity cable and stainless steel suspension cable.
Bulbs, dimmers and canopies sold separately. Customisation upon request.
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Koolhaas Events (NL) 4

Amsterdam private interior (NL)



67YZLodge at the lake - Zoetermeer (NL) 5



MYLLENNIA
Designer: Jasper van Grootel

Imagine yourself taking a ride in a magical caroussel, with nothing but 
sparkling light around you. Designer Jasper van Grootel envisioned himself 
in this beautiful moment when he designed the Myllenia ring light. By both 
classical and modern elements, this design may decorate all kind of spaces 
and through it’s different sizes it fits any venue, big or small.
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MATERIAL & COLOUR

Custom colours upon request

Myllennia collection is crafted from anodized aluminum available in 6 standard JSPR colours.
Standard pendant cable lengths 25, 50, 100, 150 cm. Delivered with 3 meter long textile electricity cable
and suspention cables. Fitted with retro LED bulbs.
Customisation upon request.

MYLLENNIA extra large
Height 390 mm | Diameter 3000 mm

45 retro bulbs - 54 W

MYLLENNIA large
height 390 mm | diameter 2000 mm

30 retro bulbs - 36 W

MYLLENNIA medium
height 390 mm | diameter 1500 mm

24 retro bulbs - 23 W

MYLLENNIA small
height 390 mm | diameter 1000 mm

19 retro bulbs - 23 W

Black Bronze Gold Champagne Silver Pink
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HEXAGON
Designers: Jasper van Groote

A new addition to the Aurora collection – Hexagons. This hexagon shaped light 
offers endless possibilities to make geometric and grid like patterns in the air or 
on the wall! Suitable for private, retail or hospitality interiors.

Available in three different standard sizes, can be mixed and matched with 
Aurora, Halo and Framed as well as wall-mounted.
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HEXAGON Medium
height 60 mm | width 1500 mm | length 1300 mm

30 LED bulbs - 42W

HEXAGON Large
height 60 mm | width 2000 mm | length 1730 mm

42 LED bulbs - 58W

HEXAGON Small
height 60 mm | width 1000 mm | length 870 mm

18 LED bulbs - 25W

Hexagon collection is crafted from anodized aluminum available in 6 standard JSPR colours.
Delivered with 3 meter long textile electricity cable and suspention cables.
Canopies, bulbs and transformers sold separately. Customisation upon request.

Custom colours upon request

MATERIAL & COLOUR

Black Bronze Gold Champagne Silver Pink



PIROUETTES
Design by JSPR

For the Pirouette collection JSPR teamed up with a talented illustrator to create 
a series of light fixtures inspired by graphic design principles. The outcome is a 
light series of mesmerizing optical illusions capturing a never ending pirouette 
in midair. Powerful yet elegant, these pendants seem to be dancing in the air.

The wide variety of sizes and designs provides excellent options for a multitude 
of spaces ranging from private to public interiors of various sizes and settings.
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MATERIAL & COLOUR

GOLDBRONzEBLACk

PIROUETTE IV
Height 450 mm | Diameter 1200 mm

Weight 11kg

Custom colours on request

PIROUETTE I
Height 400 mm | Diameter 800 mm

Weight 7kg

PIROUETTE II
Height 1000 mm | Diameter 540 mm

Weight 8kg

PIROUETTE III
Height 550 mm | Diameter 540 mm

Weight 5kg

Pirouettes collection is handcrafted from powder coated steel wire, standard delivery with 4 meter textile 
electricity wire. Suspension cable not included and must be provided by client depending on the ceiling 
type. Standard colours black, gold, bronze.
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EMPIRE
Designer: Jasper van Grootel

Inspired from one of the best known art deco examples - the Empire state 
building and its many layers, the Empire collection by Jasper van Grootel 
embodies a contemporary art deco vibe powered with modern technology. The 
collection consists of three slightly different rings with a variety in brightnesses 
and power depending on the amount of LED strips and design.

The collections monumental design gives a strong appearance weather the 
fixture is ‘on’ or ‘off’. These elegant lights are a contemporary tribute to art deco 
and will give character to any space ranging from shops, restaurants, galleries 
to private interiors.
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EMPIRE I
Height 140 mm | Diameter 1075 mm

2 LED strips - 68,7W

EMPIRE II
Height 140 mm | Diameter 1140 mm

2 LED strips - 68,7W

EMPIRE III
Height 140 mm | Diameter 1100 mm

2 LED strips - 68,7W

Custom colours upon request

Empire collection is crafted from anodized aluminum avalible in six standard JSPR colours.
Deliverd with 3 meter long transparent electricity cable and suspension cables.
The Light fixures operate on 24v.
Customisation upon request.

MATERIAL & COLOUR

Black Bronze Gold Champagne Silver Pink
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BE A BOSS

DATE A BOSS
BUILD AN EMPIRE



9190Infinity Building - Amsterdam (NL) 7
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Hotel California - Albufeira (PT)7

CAGED 
BEAUTY
Designer: Grietje Schepers

Caged Beauty is a series of elegant and finely 
detailed birdcages, which can be used as 
lighting objects or as actual birdcages. Perfect 
for use in areas such as lobbies, hallways, 
passages and other open spaces both indoors 
and outdoors. Anywhere you want to make a 
statement.

The cages are made from laser-cut sheet metal, 
finished with a powder coating in a range of 
bright colors. The cages are fitted with a door 
that can be locked.

Buitenplaats Vaeshartelt - Maastricht (NL) 8
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Caged Beauty collection is crafted from laser cut steel. Available in 16 powder coated 
standard JSPR colours. Customisation and lighting options upon request.

MATERIAL & COLOUR

JSPR 9016 JSPR 9017JSPR 7044JSPR 7035 JSPR 7024 JSPR 3004

JSPR 3017

JSPR 6013JSPR 8024

JSPR 3000 JSPR 5024 JSPR 6034JSPR 1012 JSPR 6019JSPR 1024 JSPR 1033

CAGED BEAUTY  320
Height: 3200 mm | Width: 2400 mm

CAGED BEAUTY  170
Height: 1700 mm | Width: 1400 mm

CAGED BEAUTY  80
Height: 800 mm | Width: 700 mm

Restaurant Nooch  - Wallisellen (CH)11Nooch - Zurich (CH) 9
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AURORA
Designer: Jasper van Grootel

The Aurora collection consists of a variety of circle shaped lighting fixtures in 
different diameters. Crafted of anodized aluminum and fitted with A++ retro 
light bulbs, these design objects are sophisticated yet playful. It is possible 
to connect thru the Aurora’s; create an immense lighting object by making a 
range of the same or different sizes offered.

These lighting items add a luxurious and intense atmosphere to a space, 
whether it’s in a hospitality facility, an office, a living room or even in a club.
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MATERIAL & COLOUR

Aurora collection is crafted from anodized aluminum available in 6 standard JSPR colours.
Delivered with 3 meter long textile electricity cable and suspention cables.
Canopies, bulbs and transformers soldseparately. Customisation upon request.

AURORA large
Height 60 mm | Diameter 2000 mm

48 retro bulbs - 57,6W

AURORA medium
Height 60 mm | Diameter 1500 mm

36 retro bulbs - 43,2W

AURORA small
Height 60 mm | Diameter 1000 mm

24 retro bulbs - 28,8W

Custom colours on request

Black Bronze Gold Champagne Silver Pink
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FRAMED
Designer: Jasper van Grootel

The Framed collection is primarily inspired on the Aurora collection which has 
become a true JSPR classic. Crafted of anodized aluminum and fixed with 
retro led lightbulbs these lighting fixtures bring the same heavenly light, but 
come with their own functionality since the rectangular shape enables them to 
truly highlight the characteristics of any venue. The versitality makes them even 
more functional since they can be used as either a wall - light or a chandelier.

Available in ten different sizes and extensions to create settings from modest to 
impressive, this collection is seductive for everyone without a doubt.

Van de Valk Hotel - Enschede (NL) 10
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Frames collection is crafted form anodized aluminum availabel in 6 standard JSPR colours.
Deliverd with 3 meter long transparent electricity cable and suspension cables.
Canopies, bulbs and transformers sold separately. Customisation upon request.

FRAMED 200x200
Height 60 mm | Width 2185 mm | Length 2185 mm

64 retro bulbs - 76W

FRAMED 150x200
Height 60 mm | Width 1685 mm | Length 2185 mm

56 retro bulbs - 67W

FRAMED 100x200
Height 60 mm | Width 1185 mm | Length 2185 mm

48 retro bulbs - 58W

FRAMED 100x150
Height 60 mm | Width 1185 mm | Length1685 mm

40 retro bulbs - 48W

FRAMED 100x100
Height 60 mm | width 1185 mm | length 1185 mm

32 retro bulbs - 38W

FRAMED 150x150
Height 60 mm | Width 1685 mm | Length1685 mm

48 retro bulbs - 58W

FRAMED 50x200
Height 60 mm | Width 685 mm | Length1685 mm

40 retro bulbs - 48W

FRAMED 50x150
Height 60 mm | Width 685 mm | Length 1685 mm

32 retro bulbs - 38W

FRAMED 50x50
Height 60 mm | Width 685 mm | Length 685 mm

16 retro bulbs - 19W

FRAMED 50x100
Height 60 mm | Width 685 mm | Length 1185 mm

24 retro bulbs - 29W

MATERIAL & COLOUR

Custom colours on request

Black Bronze Gold Champagne Silver Pink



JEWELS
Designer: Jasper van Grootel

The Jewels by JSPR create beautiful landscapes of sparkling light or even star 
filled skies. The Jewels are made out of anodized aluminum and combined 
with the retro light bulbs, that sparkle like little gems, the fixture is chic yet 
playful and decorates the whole room. Each individual pendant varies in length 
from the other.



MATERIAL & COLOUR

Jewels are made of anodized aluminium in 6 standard colours. All Jewels ceiling plates come in white
(RAL 9016). Custom colours for Jewels and ceiling plates upon request.
Delivered with 1.5 / 2 / 3 meter wires for pendants, custom lengths upon request. Canopies, bulbs and
transformers sold separately. Customisation upon request.
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Custom colours on request

Black Bronze Gold Champagne Silver Pink
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JEWELS angled 1
H: 1500mm | D: 120mm 

weight 0.5 kg

JEWELS angled 3
H: 1500mm | D: 210mm 

weight 1.5 kg

JEWELS angled 6
H: 1500mm | D: 300mm 

weight 2.5 kg

JEWELS angled 9
H: 1500mm | D: 410mm 

weight 3.5 kg

JEWELS angled 15
H: 1500mm | D: 580mm weight 

6 kg

JEWELS angled 11
H: 1500mm | D: 480mm 

weight 4.5 kg

JEWELS straight 1
H: 1500mm | D: 120mm 

weight 0.5 kg

JEWELS straight 3
H: 1500mm | D: 210mm 

weight 1.5 kg

JEWELS straight 6
H: 1500mm | D: 300mm 

weight 2.5 kg

JEWELS straight 9
H: 1500mm | D: 410mm 

weight 3.5 kg

JEWELS straight 15
H: 1500mm | D: 580mm weight 

6 kg

JEWELS straight 11
H: 1500mm | D: 480mm 

weight 4.5 kg





121120Funken Lodge Spitsbergen (NO)
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WALL LINES
Designer: Jasper van Grootel

The Lines collection is primarily inspired on the Aurora collection which has 
become a true JSPR classic. Crafted of anodized aluminum and fixed with 
retro led light bulbs these lighting fixtures bring the same heavenly light, but 
come with their own functionality since the linear shape enables them to truly 
highlight the characteristics of any venue. The versatility makes them even 
more functional since they can be used as either a wall - light or a chandelier.

Van de Valk Hotel - Enschede (NL) 10
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WALL LINE 50
Height 50 mm | Widht 60 mm |Depth 21 mm

4 Retro bulbs

WALL LINE 2000
Height 200 mm |Widht 60mm |Depth 21mm

16 Retro bulbs

WALL LINE 150
Height 150 mm | Widht 60mm |Depth 21mm

12 Retro bulbs

WALL LINE 100
Height 100 mm |Widht 60mm |Depth 21mm

8 Retro bulbs

WALL LINE 75
Height 75 mm | Widht 60mm |Depth 21mm

6 Retro bulbs

WALL LINE 50 INVERTED
Height 50 mm | Widht 60 mm |Depth 21 mm

4 Retro bulbs

WALL LINE 75 INVERTED
Height 75 mm | Widht 60mm |Depth 21mm

6 Retro bulbs

WALL LINE 100 INVERTED
Height 100 mm |Widht 60mm |Depth 21mm

8 Retro bulbs

WALL LINE 150  INVERTED
Height 150 mm | Widht 60mm |Depth 21mm

12 Retro bulbs

WALL LINE 200 INVERTED
Height 200 mm |Widht 60mm |Depth 21mm

16 Retro bulbs

Van de Valk Hotel - Enschede (NL) 10

Wal lines collection is crafted form anodized aluminum availabel in 6 standard JSPR colours.
Delivered with textile electricity cable and wall brackets. Bulbs and transformers sold separately.
Customisation upon request.

MATERIAL & COLOUR

Custom colours on request

Black Bronze Gold Champagne Silver Pink
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LINES

Lines collection is crafted form anodized aluminum availabel in 6 standard JSPR colours.
Deliverd with 3 meter long textile electricity cable and suspension cables.
Canopies, bulbs and transformers sold separately. Customisation upon request.

MATERIAL & COLOUR

LINE 50
Height 50 mm | Widht 60 mm |Depth 21 mm

4 Retro bulbs

LINE 75
Height 75 mm | Widht 60mm | Depth 21mm

6 Retro bulbs

LINE 150
Height 150 mm | Widht 60mm | Depth 21mm

12 Retro bulbs

LINE 100
Height 100 mm | Widht 60mm | Depth 21mm

8 Retro bulbs

LINE 2000
Height 200 mm | Widht 60mm | Depth 21mm

16 Retro bulbs

Custom colours on request

Black Bronze Gold Champagne Silver Pink



CITYSCAPES
Designer: Jasper van Grootel

The Cityscapes collection by JSPR is a sophisticated lighting series inspired on the city 
skylines. This collection can be used in lots of different spaces from classical to more 
minimalistic and loft styled spaces.

The Cityscapes offer both decorative and functional lighting options that can be controlled 
independently. If you need functional light, the spotlights offer a powerful downlight and the 
(optional) inner ring illuminates the luminaire itself!

Post Hotel Plaza - Leeuwarden (NL) 1
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CITYSCAPE SUBURBAN
Height 170 mm | Diameter 1080 mm

Cityscape collection is crafted from anodized aluminum avalible in 6 standard JSPR colours.
Deliverd with 3 meter long textile electricity cable and suspension cables.
Customisation on request.

MATERIAL & COLOUR

Custom colours on request

Black Bronze Gold Champagne Silver Pink
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CONTACT
JSPR Showroom / HQ

JSPR
Fuutlaan 14C
5613 AB Eindhoven
The Netherlands

M info@jspr.eu
T +31 (0) 402692111

Thank you for your interest in our collections.
All items can be ordered directly at JSPR (info@jspr.eu) from where we ship worldwide.

Professional discount will be quoted.
 
*If you are not buying as a professional, you may also check our web-store: www.worldofjspr.com
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